
Most businesses, like people, tend to slip up on their new year’s resolutions 
around this time of year. First quarter results, (much like our weighing scales)  
reflect the results of the effort put in. But, it’s not always complacency that 
keeps brands from hitting set targets – despite the economic upturn, budgets  
remain tight and companies are cautious about introducing any major changes. 
PR and communications professionals are all too familiar with the scenario as 
the department often bears the brunt of austerity measures. Sure, digital media 
has driven creativity and innovation in marketing communications, but pressure 
to prove sales conversion is paramount and now demanded of marketing  
functions. 

With this whitepaper, Cision aims to cut through the jargon and help comms 
professionals find out what it is that companies really want from PR. We have 
spoken with PR and comms experts representing different business sectors, from 
education to infrastructure, as well as leading journalists, to list what is expected 
of communications in 2014. 



It’s 2014, and communications never sleep. According to CIPR president and digital and social media director 
for Ketchum Europe, Stephen Waddington:

‘Not so long ago PR was centred on press releases, but digital media 
has introduced a new workflow. We are moving to more agile models of 
communication …. Conversations with clients and their audiences don’t stop after 
office hours – it ’s 24/7.’

Yes, it’s demanding, and yes, it requires going above and beyond, but organisations need it – indeed, they 
now expect it – of their PR. 

Mark Frankel, assistant editor of social news at the BBC pointed out:

‘Our audience is more active on social media on weekends and outside the 9-5 
time frame. It makes me question if we should be looking at changing staff 
timings to engage with people when they prefer to do so.’

Sign of things to come? Some communication teams have already got the ball rolling. Joanna Lennon, head 
of PR at TC Communications, said:

‘Because of its immediacy and influence, some companies have been badly 
bruised in brief encounters with social media – usually because they have not 
planned and run their digital strategy very well . We manage a great number of 
clients’ social media to ensure 24/7 response times (to good and bad), a consistent 
style, on-brand messaging and engaging, interesting content.’
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#1  24/7 Conversations

#2  Show me the money
There’s no room for the communications faker in 2014 simply because technology and tools have made 
the slick salesman an honest one. PRs that offer measurement, monitoring and analytics on campaigns and 
determine return on investment are far more attractive to businesses.

Emma Powell, associate director at Grifco, a creative, boutique, PR agency said: 

‘ROI is a key question we have to answer for clients, and it ’s now more important 
than ever to be able to report on the value of online coverage we secure for them 
as well as traditional print media.’  

Stephen Waddington said;

‘The PR industry has traditionally been lousy at proving its value and 



rather than addressing this issue head on we’ve relied of faux proxies such as 
advertising equivalent value. 

‘Practitioners need to align themselves as closely as possible with organisational 
objectives.’

Calls for PR to make its mark in the boardroom through embracing business metrics are hardly new, 
however, organisations are becoming increasingly aware of the need. What’s really changed is that the new 
tech-aware, social aware digital marketer is setting the benchmark for measurability. Emma Powell has been 
empowered by these developments:

‘Reporting and ways of tracking the value of coverage have had to change. We 
used to use a PR phone number to track the number of calls a client received 
following an article being published in the weekend travel sections. Obviously 
this has had to change! How PR can help SEO and drive traffic to a client ’s 
websites is often more important now than that page in the Telegraph at the 
weekend.’

When combined, these tactical changes add up to a broader strategy – particularly when topped and 
tailed with business goals and convincing return on investment calculations.  Heather Healey, creative 
communications director at digital agency Stickyeyes, believes that her company’s ability to bring the various 
digital strands together to meet business targets confers competitive advantage:

‘Our SEO, paid search , social and insight teams work closely together to ensure 
that we are able to provide clients with a truly holistic approach to digital 
marketing. The need for a strong social reputation management program 
is becoming more apparent as clients ask for a social strategy rather than 
community management. Internally, we are creating multi-territory integrated 
campaigns that are ROI driven .’
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#3  An integrated approach

Romain Casella, founding director at marketing consultancy MAY Concepts, was far from alone in detecting a 
real shift in marketing and public relations, a move that combined digital and traditional communications to 
the benefit of both disciplines.

‘With the transformation of the media landscape, the emergence of new media 
and the constant evolution of technology, the PR function has shifted from an 
implementing role to an initiating strategic position – fully integrated within 
the overall marketing and communications plan . Clients therefore expect a more 
holistic approach to their marcoms challenges from PR specialists.’

In particular, he said,‘The importance of strategic editorial planning has never been 
more critical . Through collaboration and/or integration , PR professionals 
need to… diversify their skill set by digging into the creative, digital and social 
marketing disciplines’
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#4  No gimmicks - just PR please!

Content must be generated to get the most out of the channel in which it appears – but the exact nature 
of that content is still hotly contested. Just last week, Cision UK featured a post about the nature and best 
practices of PR-blogger communications in which ‘MrsD-Daily’ blogger Vicki Day complained that:

‘Over the last few years the nature of blogs has changed. Real-life stories on 
topics both personal and niche have now gone mainstream, curated and created 
simply for marketing brands. However, while brands piggybacking on bloggers is 
understandable, and can even be rewarding for all involved, the approaches used 
by brand PRs need to change.’

Vicki suggested that instead of contacting every known blogger and luring them into competitions, PRs 
would do better to select only those blogs that best fit the profile of the brand in question and be up front 
on the kind of coverage they seek. 

Strategy here means an understanding of your audiences and the right ways to reach them. Daniel Donovan, 
PR strategic advisor to F8 IT Solutions is used to working with a digital-savvy market:

‘Graphic design and digital media practitioners are incredibly active on social , 
constantly sharing examples of their best work, hints and tips, and creative 
ideas. Lead-generation , customer support, news broadcasting and content 
marketing all lend themselves perfectly to social media and are a key aspect of 
[an appropriate] PR strategy.’

Ann Bruno, media and PR manager at the University of Hertfordshire, is another practitioner whose work 
involves communication with a younger, always-on market: 

‘Communication has changed an awful lot, not just in education , but across 
all sectors. It is now important to adopt an integrated approach to your PR and 
communication strategy because the way we use media has changed. When you 
are trying to reach out to the younger audience in particular, you have to match 
how they like to receive information . Although traditional media still plays an 
important role, we have to adapt to how our audiences like their information 
packaged.’

But even those for whom traditional media remains absolutely vital as an output are enthused about social 
media’s potential as a stepping stone. Architectural firm, Make, unsurprisingly, is all about keeping it in 
proportion. Kyle Bird, partner and digital marketer says:

‘While we’re still focused on mainstream channels, a large section of our core 
audience of journalists and clients are on networking sites such as LinkedIn and 
Twitter. We need to be there, interacting and connecting with them.’ 

 It’s this kind of thinking that links tactics, market analysis and business-departmental goals to the nitty-gritty 
of communicating.        
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The agencies seem to agree – such micro-communication means they’ll be working with a narrower pool 
of bloggers, but ones they are certain will yield more impact. Lauren Hughes, a senior account executive at 
Bacall, argues that:

‘Agencies will become increasingly discerning and targeted in working with 
bloggers – only bloggers who genuinely add value will survive in the long term.’

Lauren believes that the language of the marketer-media relationship is beginning to change.

‘We have the real feeling that authenticity, integrity and quality are coming 
back into fashion – PR gimmicks are over!  More than ever busy journalists 
want authentic communication with no nonsense.’

There are those who believe that the no-nonsense communications will be translated into a language 
of images and of pure data. There are certainly many in the media with an appetite for different sorts of 
communications, such as John Crowley, digital editor for EMEA at the Wall Street Journal:

‘If a PR approaches a journalist and says they’ve got some data and analysis, and 
would you like exclusive rights to it, we’d say yes, if it ’s newsworthy.’

‘Data is meaningless if not illustrated effectively and with a solid story behind 
it… [and] the simplest way to illustrate a story is through pictures, through 
slideshows.. That ’s key for any PR to have front of mind.’

Stephen Waddington agrees that data will increasingly be the foundation of communications in the next few 
years: 

‘Companies such as Cision help PRs listen and interpret insights based on data. 
Why? Because data enables us to move from business decisions taken based on 
experience, to decisions based on facts derived from hard data which is more 
powerful , more reliable .’

#5  Interactive data

So there you have it, five steps packed with real life experiences and tried and tested  
solutions from the PR and comms community to get your strategy on trend and ahead of 
industry expectations. Understanding what companies need from PR, rather than simply 
what your team can offer will make the all difference between getting results and setting 
resolutions. 

To find out more about how Cision can help you to get your PR strategy ahead of the 
game, call us on 0800 358 3110 or email us at info.uk@cision.com
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